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LÃ¼ Buwei ( BC) was a politician of the Qin state in the Warring States period of ancient China. Originally an influential
merchant from the Wey (è¡›) state, LÃ¼ Buwei met and befriended King Zhuangxiang of Qin, who was then a minor
prince serving as a hostage in the Zhao state.

Lord Anguo had over 20 sons. Among them, Yiren , who ranked somewhere in the middle in terms of age,
was sent to the Zhao state to serve as a hostage. On returning home, he said to his father, "What is the profit on
investment that one can expect from plowing fields? Zichu succeeded his father and became historically
known as "King Zhuangxiang". Sometimes he would have music performed and order Lao Ai to put his penis
through a wheel of paulownia wood and walk about, making certain that the queen dowager would hear about
it to entice her. The queen dowager did hear about it and consequently secretly desired to obtain him. As a
result, he was made a servant of the queen dowager. After she became pregnant, he recklessly took control of
the Qin government. Lao Ai had sole power over the affairs of state and grew increasingly arrogant and
extravagant. The high officials and honoured ministers of government all drank and gambled with him. Once
when he got drunk, he began to speak belligerently. In a provocative fashion, eyes glaring with anger, he
bellowed, "I am the stepfather of the emperor. How dare some wretch oppose me! In BC, Lao Ai launched a
revolt in an attempt to seize power from Ying Zheng, but the rebellion was crushed and Lao Ai was executed
along with three generations of his relatives. Ying Zheng stripped his mother of her position as the Queen
Dowager and ordered the two sons she secretly had with Lao Ai to be put into sacks and beaten to death. They
considered Qin and its unification of China an unmitigated evil. He was a baleful figure, richly deserving of
condemnation and eminently worthy of ridicule and calumny. His motive for abandoning Ying for a campaign
is for Zhao Chengjiao to usurp the throne and eliminate him when the time comes. A Complete Translation
and Study. Knoblock and Riegel
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At the same time, LÃ¼'s compendium proclaims his independent, highly original philosophical positions. Today, with
most of the works of classical Chinese philosophy long lost, The Annals of LÃ¼ Buwei remains indispensable as a
summa of the Chinese intellectual world of its time.
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The Annals of Lu Buwei by Buwei Lu, John Knoblock (Translator), Jeffrey Riegel (Translator) starting at. The Annals of
Lu Buwei has 0 available edition to buy at Alibris Hour Deal | Up to $12 Off.
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An exceptionally rich and comprehensive compendium, The Annals of Lu Buwei recounts in engaging, straightforward,
and readable prose the great variety of beliefs and customs of its time.
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This is the first complete English translation of LÃ¼shi chunqiu, compiled in b. c. under the patronage of LÃ¼ Buwei,
prime minister to the ruler of the state of Qin, who was to become the first emperor of a newly unified China fifteen years
later.
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Today, with most of the works of classical Chinese philosophy long lost, The Annals of LÃ¼ Buwei remains
indispensable as a summa of the Chinese intellectual world of its time. About the author "This book gives us the first
complete English translation of the Lushi chunqiu.
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An exceptionally rich and comprehensive compendium, The Annals recounts in engaging, straightforward, and readable
prose the great variety of beliefs and customs of the time in an attempt to encompass the world's knowledge in one
encyclopedia.
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The Annals of LÃ¼ Buwei: A Complete Translation and Study. Stanford: Stanford University Press, xxii, pp. Hardcover $
ISBN
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The Annals of Lu Buwei (hardcover). This is the first complete English translation of Lushi chunqiu, compiled in b. c.
under the patronage of Lu Buwei, prime minister to the ruler of the state of Qin, who was to become the first emperor of
a newly unified China fifteen years later.
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